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Ultra XPERIA. the present work. [^10]: In Sec. \[sec:number-classes\], we
will demonstrate that $\Lambda_0$ cannot be made too large. [^11]: It is
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worth noting that the binary-tree formulation of WA, first proposed in
[@hellrich2012analysis], circumvents this issue. [^12]: A semiconstrained

sorter can be represented in a manner similar to that used in
Section \[sec:permuted-formulation\]. [^13]: The sorter with $N=1$ is

equivalent to an injective sorter, which is distinct from our notion of sorter.
[^14]: See for example Ref. [@groen2013incompressibility], which studies

the complexity of a [*classical*]{} sorter. [^15]: We are unaware of the
name of this map. [^16]: In a general CAT sorter, this equivalence may not

hold. [^17]: The set of c6a93da74d
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